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California Public Utilities Commission
CPUC OII.19-06-015, Investigating 2017 fires linked to PG&E practices and 2018 Camp Fire Ordered to Develop an App

As an **Immediate Corrective Action** the CPUC ordered PG&E to submit an application to develop:

- An open source, publicly available mobile app that allows a Geographic Information System-equipped phone to send pictures of utility infrastructure (e.g., pole) to an asset management system/database maintained by PG&E.

- The asset management system/database would include at least the following detailed information – GIS coordinates, attachments, operations and maintenance records and GO 95 requirements.

- The asset management database will also include any pictures received through the mobile app so that the photos of potential problems are accessible to the general public.

Photo from S.F. Gate
Wine Country Fires, 2017
• PG&E shall also provide the following information for each photo received through the mobile app:
  • 1) whether the photo identifies a problem;
  • 2) whether the problem presents a safety concern or is a violation of safety regulations;
  • 3) PG&E actions to remedy the matter; and
  • 4) when the remedial action was or will be taken.
• This information shall be posted into the asset management database within 30 days of receipt of the photo through the mobile app.
• Ordering Paragraph 13: The costs to develop and operate the mobile app and asset management system/database will be at shareholder expense.
App Goals:
* Public Reporting of Risky Conditions
* Supplements PG&E Workforce efforts including inspection by workers, LIDAR, and drones
* App must connect information to analysis and remedial action
* App facilitates accountability through public display of photos, reporting of action

Photo: Tier 3 High Wildfire Danger Area, Los Gatos, CA, Utility pole wrapped with dead vegetation, Photo by Prof. Catherine Sandoval, May 2019
1. Whether a pilot mobile app complies with the directives in I.19-06-015.
2. Whether the parameters of the pilot are reasonable.
3. Whether the results of the pilot indicate that a mobile app can specifically improve public safety.
4. Whether the metrics and process for evaluating the effectiveness of the mobile app are reasonable.
5. Are there any other relevant safety considerations associated with the pilot.
PG&E’s Application 19-07-019 and Reply Comments Proposes a Limited Pilot of the App & the Asset Database, though the CPUC did NOT order a Pilot in OII.19-06-015 as an Immediate Corrective Action.

PG&E should not be allowed to go small for a big problem!

PG&E’s Proposed Pilot limited to invitation-only participation in Tier 2 and Tier 3 High Fire threat areas is not sufficient to harness public identification of hazards and connect public information to action.

App and website should be publicly accessible to all, not an invitation only pilot. Launch should include broad outreach.

The CPUC Ordered a 21st Century Internet-based publicly accessible reporting App connected to databases, analysis, and action
PG&E proposed an invitation-only App pilot (using a web-based portal connecting to Apps) in Tier 2 and 3 High Fire Threat Areas.

PG&E power shutoffs in October 2019 included many Tier 2 areas, and areas that were not in high fire threat zones.

App design and process must integrate information about location of safety hazards, high wind areas, and fires in 2015-2020.

High winds toppled trees leading to down power lines on Feb. 9, 2020.

Must identify locations and recognize threats to public and infrastructure safety that may occur outside Tier 2 and 3 Fire Threat Areas.

Red= Tier 3 (Highest Fire Threat zones)
Sand= Tier 2 (High Fire Threat zones)
in CPUC Fire-Threat Map, Jan. 2019,
https://ia.cpuc.ca.gov/firemap/
Analysis needed of correlation between high wind areas, high fire threat areas, infrastructure risks, asset conditions, and population characteristics.

App and database system design should reflect and enable layered analysis and risk reduction action.

Red = Tier 3 (Highest Fire Threat zones)
Yellow = Tier 2 (High Fire Threat zones)
in CPUC Fire-Threat Map, Jan. 2019, 
https://ia.cpuc.ca.gov/firemap/

Average Annual Number of “Diablo Wind” events, PG&E Wildfire Mitigation Plan, 2020, pg. 5-45
PG&E’s Application states that for the public “Existing reporting pathways include 24/7 telephone report lines (800-743-5000) and emergency response (9-1-1),”

PG&E characterizes the Mobile App as an alternative for non-emergency issue reporting.

The public should not be limited to phone reports to PG&E, posting on 3rd party sites, or reporting to the CPUC not connected to utility databases.

*Photos allow expert analysis of the conditions photographed.*

App database System should use Artificial Intelligence (AI) to help analyze photos, identify hazards, referrals, and CPUC rule violations.
PG&E reported “More than 100 instances of damage were found during inspections, including trees into lines and downed power lines, with the analysis of additional damage reports ongoing. It is possible that any one of these instances could have been a potential source of ignition had a PSPS not been initiated.”

PG&E’s website makes 12 photos available re: infrastructure damage during October windstorms

Need more publicly available precise data and 21st century reporting about hazard locations and types.

PG&E and the CPUC must LEARN FROM incidents and incorporate that learning into action including the App design and asset management database, Wildfire safety plans, and decisions about Investigations.
App and Asset System Development Needs to Interrelationship of Factors that Contribute to Hazards:

Wildfire and Wind danger areas
- High wildfire danger zones,
- High wind zones

Infrastructure Risks
- Infrastructure age
- Infrastructure type, e.g. uninsulated lines, particularly in high wind areas

Vegetation Risks
- Tree and vegetation information, e.g. high fire danger trees such as Eucalyptus or Sycamore, and information from tree surveys

Population factors including:
- Medical baseline participants
- Diabetes prevalence info and other medical conditions that depend on refrigeration
- Incomes, particularly low incomes that make temporary relocation unaffordable
- Internet access and subscription gaps

Public Safety factors including:
- Evacuation Difficulties such as in Paradise, CA

CPUC Fire-Threat Map, Jan. 2019,
Red = Tier 3 (Highest Fire Threat zones)
Sand Color = Tier 2 (next highest Fire Threat Zones)
CPUC Decisions including D. 16-08-018 and D. 14-12-025 called for shared learning as part of Risk-based utility operation and the framework for alignment of resources and risks in ratemaking.

Need to identify risk interrelationship and layers, e.g. fire hazard & high wind zones, tree types & fire risk, infrastructure age or type & fire risk, other pole attacher practices & fire risk

PG&E’s filing express concern about “resource diversion” for known issues.

Connecting Public reports to Asset Management Database, linked to PG&E workforce and technology-enabled database, can filter duplicate reports, highlight aging or worsening concerns, and connection information to Action and Accountability
Publicly provided information including photos about hazardous conditions and practices complements information provided by PGE’s workforce and its technological surveys including LIDAR and drones.

Information including public and utility photos must create a traceable line from issue or hazard identification, to analysis and classification, to workflow, referral, safety and reliability.

Photos showing “Buddy pole” created by PG&E while telecom equipment delayed transition and pole after equipment properly moved following utility Pole Tour led by Professor Sandoval in May 2018.
PG&E expresses concern that the public will report what it characterizes as “issues with non-PG&E infrastructure (i.e., telecom)”

**Telecom and electric facilities share poles and rights of way and can create electric and public safety hazards**

*Vegetation on a jointly owned utility pole’s communications space creates fire ignition hazard.*

CPUC OII 17-06-027 is examining interrelationship between utility pole safety and competitive access, including practices by communications and electric pole attachers that affect safety.

The App and database design should facilitate reporting to the joint pole owner, attacher, and the CPUC to promptly address and resolve issues on joint poles.

*Public reporting of communications issues on joint pole enhances public safety and requires appropriate referral and action. PG&E mischaracterizes such reports as an App or public knowledge problem.*
When a fire broke out in Lafayette, CA in October 2019 PG&E Troubleman reported “the lashing wire of a communication cable near a PG&E open wire secondary conductor was broken,”


Lafayette was not in a high wildfire threat area and PG&E left the power on during the October PSPS

Lafayette experienced high winds and has a history of high winds

Telecom facilities and practices have been associated with fires that affected electric facilities, see e.g. Decision 13-09-026 (Malibu Canyon Fire)

**App connected to database and analytical tools such as AI create opportunities to identify and address hazards on jointly owned and jointly used poles**
PG&E’s Wildfire Safety Mitigation 2020 Proposal states “poles at highest risk of being overloaded are jointly owned, Class 5 (smallest pole) with both primary and secondary conductors and multiple communication attachments.” p. 5-134

Public photos can inform PG&E’s pole loading calculation and risk models described in its Wildfire Safety Mitigation Proposal

Replacing uninsulated wires with insulated wires (covered conductors) will increase pole loading which may require pole replacement.

**CPUC enforcement and referral of Telecom and other conditions on poles is critical to supporting safer facilities and operation**
PG&E’s 2020 Wildfire Safety Mitigation Proposes increased use of Cameras and weather monitoring equipment.

Figure 5-9 in PG&E’s proposal shows equipment throughout the pole’s length, including in the communications space.

Mounting cameras, fire, and wind detection equipment on poles, whether jointly or solely owned, requires space and contributes to pole loading.

Jointly owned poles with multiple attachments preclude or complicate such equipment mounting.

Information on communications space condition including public photos can assist with weather equipment planning, operation, fire and public safety.
Training and Public Education:
PG&E’s application expresses concern that “the general public is not trained to identify or distinguish between electric and communication assets, nor is the public trained to identify the potential for an ignition risk related to a PG&E asset.”

The CPUC should order PG&E to conduct public training about electric hazards, joint use poles, CPUC rules, and safe use of Apps including downed pole line safety and traffic safety (don’t stand in the street to take photos and avoid downed power lines!)

PG&E and other utilities provide downed power line safety information through campaigns and web videos

PG&E,

Other utilities have videos on downed power line safety
PG&E proposes to email customers in Tier 2 and 3 High Fire Threat areas to invite participation.

**App and website should be publicly accessible to all, not an invitation only pilot!**

Launch should include outreach to public safety agencies, municipalities, tribes, non-profit organizations, universities and community colleges, and all communities affected by PSPS, areas affected by PG&E-related fires or evacuations to fight fires, high wind areas, and Tier 1-3 high fire threat areas, and the media.

The CPUC’s Order to Develop an App and Database is a Pro-active Remedy for findings of potential rule violations to prevent fires and safety hazard.
Apps Connect Crowed Source Information to Analysis and Action

The CPUC developed the CalSpeed app to test speeds identify broadband access gaps. Public information connects to databases that inform CPUC maps of broadband unserved and underserved and inform CPUC programs.

The City of San Francisco has a Mobile 311 App to report public works and safety issues including trash, potholes, etc.

CPUC Mobile Broadband testing, [https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/General.aspx?id=1778](https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/General.aspx?id=1778)

SF 311 Mobile App: [https://sf311.org/help/sf311-mobile-app#What can I do on the 311 Mobile App](https://sf311.org/help/sf311-mobile-app#What can I do on the 311 Mobile App)
Reporting about the App Must be Public

PG&E proposes to allow users to go to website to find out about action

**PG&E should make photos, analysis, and reports about action public including during any trial period**

PG&E proposed to report to the CPUC’s Safety and Enforcement Division (SED) about the information gathered as part of the Mobile App Pilot and to work with SED staff to identify how this additional information might be incorporated into its existing operations and maintenance records.

**PG&E should make information provided through the App public**

PG&E’s design for a small pilot and lack of proposal for public training limits its effectiveness and compliance with the CPUC OII.19-06-015
Photo Sharing and Publication Can Clarify CPUC rules, promote, enforcement and public safety

After photo published by the Torts Claimants Committee for the PG&E Corp. Bankruptcy PG&E stated:

“it has already repaired parts of its system that posed an immediate danger to the surrounding community. The tape on the Cresta-Rio Oso line may have been left after a previous repair and no longer serves any purpose, according to PG&E.”


CPUC OII.19-06-015 Order to develop App
Not limited to addressing “Immediate dangers.” Must also identify rule violations and poor practices or conditions
The CPUC must examine whether PG&E and others are misclassifying practices such as using electrical tape on worn equipment, use of rope, and corrosion as “not a safety issue”.

C Hooks and Jumper Cables have been identified by CalFire as likely fire ignition causes for the Camp Fire and Kincaid Fire.

Need more scrutiny for maintenance and operation of transmission and distribution infrastructure and its link to data and deployment.

CPUC, Safety and Enforcement Division, Camp Fire Incident Investigation Report, Nov. 2019, http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Efile/G000/M320/K909/320909806.PDF
Electrical tape used for communications conduit attached to utility pole, San Jose, California, photos by Catherine Sandoval, November 2018

CPUC must Enforce rules re: use of electrical tape and other “temporary” measures and ensure ENFORCEMENT of its rules including GO 95 and other rules, orders, standards, decisions, and statutes
• Risk-Based, Public Informed, Learning Matrix for Electric Utility Operation and Regulation, Proposed by Professor by Catherine Sandoval
The CPUC must make Workshop information accessible for public comment and the decision record.

The CPUC must ensure that the Workshop webcast remains accessible. The tinyurl from the Dec. 3, 2019 workshop no longer allows access.

The CPUC set A. 19-07-019 comment deadline as February 21, 2020, with reply comments are due March 6, 2020.

Prior to the Comment deadline, the Assigned Commissioner, ALJ and CPUC staff should prepare and issue a Workshop report to inform comments and bring the Workshops into the proceeding record.

Workshop report can be comprised of presentations submitted, links of the video of the workshop, and a brief summary of key topics and issues discussed. Workshop report and comments and reply comments on report allow for CPUC consideration of the workshop in the proceeding decision.
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